Repairs and improvements to the Propylaeum
Early Spring 2016 – Summer 2016
A brief history
For many centuries Chester Castle was the seat of power in the north-west of England. By the Georgian period
Chester Castle was in a very poor state. It was extensively remodelled and rebuilt in the neoclassical style by
the influential architect Thomas Harrison. Today it remains a seat of justice in its role as a Crown Court.
Nikolaus Pevsner a scholar on the history of architecture, describes Chester Castle as ‘one of the most powerful
monuments of the Greek revival in the whole of England’.
This massive gateway known as the Propylaeum is in the Greek Doric order flanked by two smaller pedimented
lodges. Harrison had been producing designs for this gateway since at least 1808. His final design was based
on the Propylaea on the Acropolis in Athens; and it has also been suggested that the idea may have come from
the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin.
The central entrance block has on its outer side a double colonnade of four monolithic Doric columns, 18 feet
high. They carry a triglyph frieze, topped with a taller central panel which was intended to carry an inscription
commemorating British victories. The central block with its double portico projects some 10 feet in front of the
two side pavilions which served originally as guardhouses.
The first stone for the Propylaeum was laid in 1811 and it was finished in 1815.

What’s happening here?
For some time there have been concerns over movement to the
North pavilion and the deterioration of the stone soffit to the
central gateway. Extensive investigations, archaeological
excavations and surveys were commissioned by Cheshire West
and Chester Council before the repair proposals were designed,
and agreed with Historic England.
Funding has now been received from Historic England (under the
Grants for Historic Buildings, Monuments and Designed
Landscapes scheme), and also from the Wren Landfill Communities
Fund Programme, to assist Cheshire West and Chester Council in
carrying out necessary repairs and improvements to this building
and the associated boundary walls.
The proposed works comprise:• Underpinning part of the building which has suffered from
subsidence
• Waterproofing the roof structure to prevent further water
penetration
• Extensive repairs to the soffit of the central gateway
• Repairs, removal of vegetation and gentle cleaning of the
stonework generally
• Improvements to the current rainwater drainage system
• Replacement of existing light fittings with more elegant and
energy efficient fittings and removal of redundant cabling
• Cleaning, repair and repainting of gates and railings
• More sympathetic surfacing around the building
• Pigeon deterrent measures
• Interpretation signage

